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KUPS Decision Controversial
Lisa Gonder

The selection of general manager
for KUPS this year has been
sLirrounded by rumors, debates,
delays, and, to it degree, political
games.
When the Board of Student
Communications interviewed the
first group of applicants, they rejected all of them. The BSC was sure
that all of the applicants could have
managed the station, but they wanted someone who could lead the station in a specific direction. To find
this type of leader, the BSC wrote a
set of gUidelines for the mana,ement of KUPS and reopened applications, stipLilating that the applicants must follow the BSC's guidelines.
In the process, one applicant, Bob
Akamian, withdrew and two others,
Mark Weber and Harry Engle, joined
the race. After interviewing these
applicants, the BSC narrowed the
field to Mark Blubaugh and Mark
Weber. Finally, they chose Mark
Blubaugh because, while both candidates woLild have been excellent
managers, the BSC felt that
Blubaugh had that little extra which
made the difference.
It seemed that the decision was

final, Lintil the Senate meeting last
ThLirsday night. Many concerned
students and KUPS staff members
were present, protesting the Board's
decision, which must be approved
by the Senate. Several senators
received letters of protest. The students preferred Mark Weber mainly
because he is cLirrently program director, while BlLibaugh is only a
deejay. They considered Weber
more experienced and capable.
But their protests did not have the
desired effect on the Senate. The
Senate voted six to nine to sLipport
the BSC and Blubaugh. The vote
was very close, especially since the
Senate usually supports the BSC's
decisions unanimously. One
senator explained that the Senate
considered BlLibaugh the most
qualified, and felt that the controversy was more of a popularity
contest than a carefully considered
protest.
This may not be the end of it
though. According to several
sources, petitions are being
circulated and will be presented to
the Senate in an effort to reverse the
decision.

Grad Ceremony
Site Set
By Bonnie Williams
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Confused about what's going on
with graduation ceremony? Here's
everything you always wanted to
know about commencement in
Baker Stadium but didn't know who
to ask.
According to Rick McGovern, of
Burr Associates, architects of the
Fieldhouse renovation, the Fieldhouse can't be used for commencement exercises because "It's in utter
disarray!" "We're in the process of
demolishing the wooden floor, so
we can put in a new one," he said.
"Right now, the Fieldhouse is not a
safe place to be." Renovation of the
Fieldhouse, expected to be
completed next fall, will provide an
additional 10,880 square feet of
usuable floor space by adding a
second floor deck as well as making
main floor alterations which include
building men and women's locker
rooms, a laundry room and exercise
physiology lab.
Th class of 1979 is scheduled to
graduate outside in Baker Stadium
on Saturday, May 26, at 2 p.m.

While there are some students who,
for various reasons, don't like the
idea, there are others who will relish
the fresh air. Kathy Poole, commencement coordinator, maintains that
there is no off campus place that
graduation can be held. "I don't
want to restrict attendance becaLise
graduation is and should be a family
affair, but there isn't any building
in Tacoma with comparable space,"
she said. According to Poole, the
only building that comes close to
the Fieldhouse in seating capacity is
the PLU Olsen Auditorium, It is
unavailable on commencement day,
and, as Poole puts it: "It's not a
desirable alternative."
Last winter the presidential staff,
foreseeing the conflict with the
renovation, began looking for
alternative buildings. The Bicentennial Pavilion was considered, but
was quickly ruled out because it was
not large enough. "People don't
seem to realize how many people
cont. on page 7

Stei*n House
Shuffle

Last year at this time all people
living in annex (single-unit) housing,
were informed that the housing policy was to be changed to a strictly
rental basis. The rationale given by
the Housing Department (which was
being phased out) and the administration was that they were "giving the
students the opportunity to
experience life as it is in the real
world."
This move forces students to take
extreme steps to retain their
housing. Nearly a hundred students,
in an attempt to secure fall housing,
camped outside the plant
department in line all night long.
But the story on housing continues with the eviction of the foLir
men who live in what was known
under the annex policy as Stein
ii Se.
The main reason given by the
administration for the eviction was
that they wanted to remodel the
house for the Sigma Chi's - who lost
their house on Frat Row because of
their consistently low occupancy
(under 60%). The old Sigma Chi
house will be taken over by the Chi

Omeg.3s. The Sigma Chi's will also
be taking over 2 A-Frames, with an
option on a third.
Another reason for the eviction,
as told to them by V.P. James
Clifford, is their "bad track record as
far as the alcohol policy is
concerned
However, when asked why the
Sigma Chi's couldn't jList take over
another A-Frame instead of Stein
House, V.P.Clifford stated, "the
Sigma Chi's coLild not conduct their
rush parties under the eye of Safety
and Security."
Inconsistency in policy and poor
communication seem to typify the
administration, as seen from
previous actions in this matter and
perhaps more clearly in the following incident.
Friday, April 27th members of
Stein house were assured by Rob
Costello (in charge of housing from
the Plant Department) that they
could retain occupancy for the
summer and fall terms if a rent deposit was paid (the deadline was a
few weeks off). On Monday, April
cont. on page 6
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Trollers Association, said that "the
initiative is definitely a good idea...
we want to get fishermen involved
in rebuilding the wild runs." Representatives of the Puget Sound
Gillnetters, the Kelpers Association,
and a number of sports groups also
attended the kick-off meeting in
Seattle.

Political sources in Iran said that
the country's new Islamic government is preparing to crack down on
dissent, and that is gradually driving
Communists and other left-wing
leaders underground.

A Duke Power Company official
said the forced shutdown of all
three Oconee nuclear station re.ct
ors in South Carolina to make 'ifet
mod ifications mandated by the nuclear regulatory commission
apparently will not be needed.

Secretary of State, Vance, told the
House that the U.S. and Israel are
negotiating details of an agreement
that will commit the US to sales of
oil to the Jewish state in case of
emergency. This was part of the bargain when President Carter
mediated the Israeli-Egyptian peace
treaty. Vance said a relatively small
amount of oil is involved, less than
one percent of U.S. consumption.
Part of the mideast peace agreement also called for talks on the
future of occupied Arab land. The
Israeli government has drafted a
plan, covering the future status of
Palestinians on the West Bank and
the Gaza strip. Sources in Jerusalem
said Israel plans to declare what's
called an "inalienable right" to sovereignty over these areas when a
five-year period of Palestinian autonomy ends.

Sports 10
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Conservative party leader, Margaret Thatcher, was a solid winner
against incumbent prime minister
James Callaghan in Britain's national elections. Queen Elizabeth has
formally asked Mrs. Thatcher, Britain's first woman prime minister, to
form a new government.

t

The Seattle City Council has
voted to begin building a new highlevel West Seattle Bridge in two
phases, without first resolving the
gas tax issue. It was thought earlier
that the city would have to impose a
two-cent-a-gallon local gasoline tax
to make up the difference between
the cost of the project and available
federal funds. But, an arrangement
was worked out with the transportation department allowing
construction to begin.

I. -
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The House has agreed to create
nine new seats on the Superior Court
Bench, however, it added the
stipulation that the judgeships be
elected rather than appointed by the
Governor. The house action apparently stems from unhappiness over
Ray's handling of appointments during her first two years in office.
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Published every week that we are into it (and some that we are not), the
TRAIL is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of the University
of Puget Sound. This amazing information notwithstanding, opinions
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Pugel
Sound, its administration, faculty, staff, plant department, associated
student body, or the TRAIL staff.
Appearance of an advertisement herein does not necessarily constitute
endorsement by this newspaper.
Offices of the TRAIL are located in Room 8 of the Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington, 98416. Our telephone
numbers are 756-3278, 756-3279, and 756-3397.

several
of
Representatives
commercial fishing groups report
that a move is under way to place an
initiative on the ballot to save the
state's wild salmon runs. Greg
Bloom, manager of the Washington

Some bone fragments found in
Burma might allow man to grope
another 10 million years back into
the past. A University of north carolina anthropologist says fossil jaw
pieces indicate that high primates,
ancestors of men and apes, lived in
Asia 40 million years ago. Until
now, it was thought such primates
originated in Egypt about 30 million
years ago.
In Morocco, the 44-nation Islamic
council has vowed to suspend
Egypt's membership. Egyptian diplomats boycotted the conference,
calling it illegal. The suspension
was called for in retaliation to the
Egyptian-Israeli treaty. Egyptian
Pres. Anwar Sadat said he will forge
ahead with the peace process with
the Israeli's despite the Arab opposition.

the Trafl
Today's news...
Sometime next week.
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NEws
The UPS Track

By Bonnie Williams

When It Rains It Pours

Ask anyone on the track team
about the quality of UPS's track and
you'll get a variety of responses
ranging from "It stinks!" to "When it
rains the track floods."
These and other complaints stem
from the fact the UPS is still using an
outdated clay track rather than the
new all-weather tracks that most
other schools have. "There are a lot
of high schools that have better
tracks than ours," says trackster
Michelle Rucker. 'Instead of the
high schools using our track, we run
on theirs."
According to Joe Peyton, the head
track coach,the track is "not ideal."
"I used to try to sell this track as one
of the best, but after seeing everyone else's, I know I've been fooled,"
he said. Although Peyton is upset
that the school isn't keeping up with
other schools as far as track
facilities, he realizes that the school
has only so much money with which
to make repairs. "We cried about
the fieldhouse and now we can see
progress on that, now we're crying
about the track..."
jack Ecklund, director of physical
education, athletics and recreation,
expounds on Peyon's note by
explaining that the school has put
$1.6 million into the PE, athletic and

recreation
facilities,
inc iii ding
building the tennis pavilion and
renovation work on the women's
gym. The school is still trying to
raise the last 300 thousand dollars of
that total.
important
"The
thing
to
remember is, we do have a track we
can run on," Ecklund said. "We
must 'onsider our priorities. The
Adminsitration has put a lot of
money into our facilities, and we
can't start raicing funds for another
project (track) before we've paid for

Students
Volunteer for Youth

By Diana Fields

A rielping hand ... a smiling face ... a
listening ear ... a caring friend ... being
these things and so much more is
what made-many UPS students very
special people in the lives of Tacoma youths. Recognizing the benefits
college students can provide to
community youths, the UPS Department of Athletics established a
NCAA Volunteers for Youth
program on the UPS campus.
The NCAA Volunteers for Youth
program is a community project in
which intercollegiate athletes,
former athletes, and non-athletes,
volunteer to serve as "big brothers"
and "big sisters" for junior high
school aged students who are
having problems at school and at
home The program works to provide the opportunity for youths and
college student-athle to develop
a meaningful one-to
ic relationship. ''Rig brothers' and ''big skteN" present positive role models
for the youths from broken homes
sho need such figures to emulate
The activities coordinated for the
youths help improve the youths'
self-esteem to a point at which they
feel they are part ic pants in the
world rather than just observers.
The NCAA Volunteer program benefits the (- 01 lege student as well as
the youths. Student-athletes experience the deep satisfaction of working with youngsters who need their
help, and at the same time they
affirm their respect as total huriin
beings on and off the playing field
UPS students have befriended

youngsters from Jason Lee and
Mason Junior High Schools in
Tacoma. Each athlete and youngster develops their friendship through
activities of mutual interest - attending sports events on campus, camping, bike riding, playing basketball,
or just sharing what is on their
niinds After a 'ry successful skating outing with the youths, a Spring
Picnic on May 20 and a kick-oft
meeting in September is planned to
continLie the progress of the
prcgram
Organizing the NCAA Volunteer
program at UPS are strident direc
tors, Terry Lane, I eslie Kantor, Meg
Sands, Michelle Prince, ('olleen
McK inner, Steve Levenselh'r, and
Randy Moon. An advisor', hoard of
Doug MacArthur, Ted Sl,rde L, Tom
Meyers, Dave Lindstruni, and Roberta Wilson, support the directors in
administering program 1 5 01 icy and
fund raising activities
The NCAA Volunteers for \outh
program is newly established on the
LIPS canipus. Continued and
increased student involvenient in
the program will work to further
develop beriet its for the Tacoma
youths end for U PS students.

When you have a complaint, have
the guts to face the person involvedyou might learn something!
Clayton F. Thwing

the first," he said.
UPS hasn't been able to get other
school to run meets on this track
and therefore has to travel for all
their meets, according to Peyton.
"It's hard to get as good a time on
our cinder track as you can on an
all-weather track," Peyton
explained. "Plus the new tracks have
changed over to meters and we're
still using yards." Peyton, who got so
frustrated he and his assistant coach
Chris Luther each considered giving
$1,000 to get the work started on the
track, said, "I almost feI like buying
the track myself, but I knew I
couldn't afford it..."
A Tacoma construction company
gave UPS a bid of $40 thousand for
an all-weather track. A comparable

track at PLU cost $130 thousand,
according to Ecklund. "With
inflation what is it, the cost ss'on't
always be that low so we should
jump at the chance while we have
it," said Peyton. Ecklund, working
on a way to get the track as soon as
possible, says that the student body
can help out.
"If we can get students to pledge
$5 per student from the student
activities funds--the cost of a
concert-- we'd have our track in
about three years," he said. "I'd
hope student government would be
interested enough to say they will
help. The University has done a lot
for our department, now students
have to decide to do a little themselves," Ecklund concluded. If
students decide to help with the
track project, Ecklund says, work
can start this summer; a buy nowpay later plan.
"There are others who use the
track besides the team," Ecklund
gently reminds, "and it would be
nice to be able to use it even during
the rainy season."
One last complaint from coaches
and Ecklund is that UPS doesn't
attract tracksters.
According to Ecklund, Tacoma
High Schools have won track championhips for the last five or six years,
but we aren't attracting these loca!
athletes because we don't have the
facilities. You can't blame a good
athlete for going elsewhere."

DRASTIC PLASTIC RECORDS
And Paradise Paraphenalia
RECORDS & TAPES NEW & USED
Buy • Sell I Trade
Easy Wa/king from UFS Campus-Save Cast Avoid Mall Fatigue Or H,i/,Iands Hassle. Don't Be
Over-Towered! Big Is Not Best! We Are About Five Blocks Towards Downtown, At 6th Ave. &
Oakes.
Open Mon. To Sat. Noon To 1 P.M Buyer Available Weekdays 6-8 P.M All Day Sat. 2103- 6th
Ave. 212-2886

YB's

lifes tyles
SPECIALIZING/N CONTEMPORARY HAIR IJESItIN
Easy walking distance from campus
HAIR STYLES FOR LIFE STYLES
Located next door to Warter Sport
Shop on 6th Ave.

3909 6th Avenue 752-5052
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COMMENT
Several controversies have arisen in the last few weeks. The questions
that have been raised are valid and the issues are serious. It is important
for us to consider them, for they concern the quality of decisions
regarding the future of the Institution as well as the wisdom and
integrity of those who make them.
The decision of the Board of Student Communications regarding the
hiring of a Station Manager has been questioned. The decision of the
Administration regarding the occupancy of the Stein House and the OnCampus A-Frames has been challenged. And there have been charges
that a professor was treated unfairly in the Academic Advancement
process, and that this professor was spied upon by a colleague and an
accomplice.
We must discuss these issues, for they vitally affect all of us. We are
inhibited however, by the secrecy and lack of communication that we all
seek to avoid. We have a commitment to seek the truth openly and
honestly; this above all else we must keep in mind.

LE TTERS
ditors:
Your recent "Comment" was
)r('c:Isely to the point. The faculty
and students of this university have
not debated adequately a number ot
interrelated issues, issues bearing
heavily on the quality of life
(education) in our institution I urge
all to become a part of a continuum
of concern; I urge all to face directly
the critical concerns that vitally
affect the life of this university,
There must be continuing debate
about
the
dimensions
and
ramifications
of
liberating
education; there must be continuing
developement of an atmosphere
that dispels fear and suspicion,
encourages openness and honesty,
and liberates each person to think

and feel the best that they are
hs university belongs to a of
-

democratic representation in the
decision-making
process.
For
instance,
the
Advancement
Committee should no longer be an
appointed
committee,
and
it
probably should no longer be a
committee composed of faculty
members only.
I will pledge to you that early in
September I will continue to direct
attention to the most debilitating
force on this campus at present. I
will speak again and again of the
insidious effect on our university
community of the rage for secrecy
and
behind-closed-doors
maneuvering.
The
Mehihaff
grievance case and the Berlinski
affair have convinced me that our
collective
soul,
our
traditional
reason for being, has been
begrimed by exactly the kinds of
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things I predicted would be the
result of this rage for secrecy.
I will speak about spying-attempting to bring us to our senses
before we do irreparable harm to
the liberating spirit that has
traditionally been associated with
our kind of university. Join me in
September in an open Convocation
of Concern. It will be a learning
experience.
LeRoy Annis

Dear Editor:

Just a note to say that Ayatollah
Couseni's mode of execution was ineffectual. A mere hanging could not
do the job. I am alive and well
(though with slightly stiff neck),
ready to range from my lair when
the forces of jUstice and the people
have recovered sufficiently from the
reign of terror.
Former Prime Minister
John B. Mageesa
Dear Editors,
Once again the administration
has slapped the stLidents in the face,
once again they have turned student
against student, greek against independent, in an attempt to solve a
university problem.
After hearing several disturbing
rumors about who was actually
going to occupy my house (Stein
House) next year, I decided to get
the "Facts" straight by talking with
Rob Costello of the Plant Department. He informed me of what actions I must take and assured me that
I would have first priority at the
house. We shook hands on it and all
the rumors seemed to be cleared up.
Monday morning arrived with a
notice of eviction effective May 31.

=

Rob Costello, the man who
delivered the sentence also
informed me that the Sigma Chi's
had first priority at the house and I
would have to find alternate housing. He cited Vice-President Clifford
and Dean Verplank as the "Hatchet
Men" responsible for delivering the
final decision.
Coincidentally, the previous day,
President Phibbs, Vice-President
Clifford, Dean Davis and Dean Verplank were invited to my house for
Sunday dinner. I was more than
annoyed when Vice-President
Clifford and Dean Verplank cancelled out at the last minute even
though arrangements were made a
month in advance. I would like to
thank Mr. Phibbs and Mr. Davis for
coming. I think that everyone had a
good time. Granted, Verplank and
Clifford had good excuses for their
absence but still they should have
enough courage to set me straight
on the facts. Then again, if they had
come how would it look for them
drinking my wine, eating my food
and engaging in casual conversation
while they were swiftly turning the
knife in my back.
On Tuesday Randy Moon and I
met with Clifford to find out what
the real situation was He pointed
out that my house was not on good
terms with the administration
because of violations of the alcohol
policy last fall He also stated he
offered the Sigma Chi's several locations on campus and even the AFrames but all were turned down in
favor of Stein House. The Sigma
Chi's felt they could not conduct
proper rush proceedings under the
eye of Safety and Security at the AFrames. The so-called rush "beer"
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parties would be in jeopardy and
this would hurt the continuation of
the fraternity. They also wanted to
stay "visible" on the Ave. which
would be possible at the Stein.
What a contradiction! We get
clamped by Verplank for having our
parties and precisely for this reason
they are giving my house to the
Sigma Chi's. Should we have an
alcohol policy for the Greeks and
one for the independents? At our
meeting he said, "Hey, I'm really
sorry, guys, but you've got to understand it was a committee decision."
On Wednesday, Randy attended the
"Student" advisory housing board
meeting and Clifford told Randy,
"the committee was informed of the
action but Ray Bell and I made the
final decision." Again, inconsistency.
I'm disturbed to think that my 3
years this far at UPS have earned
me little or no rights as a continuing
student. Well, I have been passive
long enough. It's time to stand up
against the "Hatchet Men" in Jones
Hall.
Myself along with many other undergraduates, graduate students,
alumni, parents and friends have
identified with the Stein House as
more than a place to live. As an
independent "island" in the Greek
"sea," we have contributed to the
betterment of relations between the
Greeks and Independents something which is sorely needed on
this University. I had planned to live
here this summer and fall semester
and pass down the house to other
independent students upon my
guion.
Jim Clifford sees this problem as a
"lose-lose" situation - the Sigma
Chi's lose (but eventually win) and
the independents in Stein lose. I
feel it could be a "win-win" one.
[here are other houses on Union
Ave. the Sigma Chi's could occupy
besides Stein, thus retaining their
"Visibility." I coUld continue to live
in this house where 1 have been for
the last couple of years.
On Sunday Phibbs said, "In the
eyes of the administration the independents and Greeks are eqLral.
One should not be favored over the
other." Obviously, this belief is not
practiced in reality.
I am frListrated by the thought
that not once were my rights as an
occupant in the hoLise considered
important in the administrative
decision. I also did not enjoy being
deceived by the Plant Department
who seem to be puppets under the
control of a few powerful dictators
in Jones Hall.
As a student I refuse to be discriminated against in the light of some
org a iii z at ion the ad ni in is t rat ion
places priorities over. It's time the
students pull together and stood up
to Jones Hall. We should not have
to be treated as pawns in the administrative chess game.
Hey! Jones Hall! Guess What?
I'M NOT MOVING!!!
Mike I.indberg
Dear Editor,
Have you heard that Sigma Chi is
using the A-Frames next year? Well,
few people have. The administration of UPS has been surreptitious,
as usual. It's time to sign-up for
hdiiijf'eNrie Jë'éiThè' fruth froiri

us. The Sigma Chis did not meet
minimum membership so Chi
Omega is using the house next year
while Sigma Chi is using the AFrames. Only one A-Frame is saved
for six women next year.
Independents barely have enough
housing - every year people have to
wait for the first few weeks in the
basements of dorms for housing to
open up, but a fraternity is taking
over independent housing. Why
can't they move to Seward Hall
where Chi Omega was? Are they so
easily humiliated?
Let's overlook the independent
problem for a minute (as Greeks
always do). The A-Frames are not
suited for "brotherhood." They are
separate units. It's difficult to fit
more than ten people in an A-Frame
comfortably. The A-Frames are
rather flimsy (excuse me,
Weyerhauser) and will not take
much punishment. I've seen the
care given to the fraternity houses
by Greeks; what a mess!
Consider what's best for both
independents and Greeks. Leave the
A-Frames to independents who
know how to take care of them and
need the housing; give dorm space
to the Greeks.

ents needs into consideration.
Another area where we feel students are being ordered around
unnecessarily is the issue of the $50
housing deposit for a room reservation. We can see the sense of having
this in the dorms but our fellow
students in the fraternities and
sororities can determine with great
accuracy how many people will be
in their respective houses yet they
are forced to pay this $50 deposit to
insure them a room in their own
house. We realize a $50 deposit is
just that--a deposit that will go
towards payment of living fees but it
is just another senseless separation
of money from the student who is
already over-burdened with bills.
Our numbers may be few but we
cannot sit and let this outrage against the student who pays so much
money to go to this university continue without expressing our disa-

greement.....
The Protestors
Dear Editor,
I would like to address the student body at large. I would like to
ask the students of UPS "what KUPS
means to them?" It's obvious that
the answers will vary enormously,
but all the replies should speak to
the question of how the radio
station can benefit them. Mark
Weber wants to give you creative
FM radio. Already over 500 students
have signed a petition to have the
recent BSC decision overturned. If
you want your ASUPS organizations
to work for you, now is the time to
act.
Sincerely,
J. Patrick Scofield
1st V.P. IFC

respectively,
Elizabeth Branscomb
A-Frame B

We are protesting today because
the students at this University have
no voice in hoLising matters. We are
protesting the lack of University
consideration of all the students
when a decision is made in housing
affairs. Currently there are two
issues concerning housing that the
students have no voice in:
This spring the Sigma Chi fraternity will lose its house (Unit F on
Union Ave.) to the Chi Omega Sorority. In order to help the Sigma Chi's
they were given two A-f rams (six person occupancy each) and the Stein
House (a student rental house with
four person occupancy) as a place
for them to exist on this campus.
We are not anti-Greek. We are
mindful and sensitive to the situation that the Sigma Chi's face. They
deserve a place on this campus--but
it is not the fault of those living in
the A-frames and Stein House that
the Sigma Chi's could not maintain
their occupancy level. University
Vice-President Jim Clifford said me
said in
response to our first complaint, "We
should have been present at the
Student Facilities Advisory Board
meetings when all this was being
discussed." We did not even know
our respective houses were in danger of being awarded to the Sigma
Chi's! Even now most of the Aframes still have not received the
straight word on what their fate will
be from the Administration who
hopes to keep Lis all in the dark until
the end of the school year
We propose all parties involved
(The Sigma Clii's, the people who
wish to live in the A-framse, the residents of Stein House, and the Adminstration) to come together and
come up with a fair and open decision on this matter. We feel the
.cirrent,dec ksio.rji,a.cJ. .ytheadm,iistration does not take all the stud-
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Letters
cont from page 5
Dear Editors,
Whatever the value of last
Friday's TRAIL article, "Campus
Sexual Harassment," there was
therein an element which ought to
he corrected and clarified. I am referring to the so-called sexual harassment case at Yale University which
was offered as a supposed example
of sexual harassment.
To the point, Mr. James Austin of
the Yale University Political Science
Department was a recent candidate
for a position in the University of
Pu get Sound Department of Politics
and Government. During Mr.
Austin's campus visit, he discussed
with me the Yale case in question Mr. Austin was one of the witnesses
at this trial, I must add. He explained to me the details of the case and
said that Yale University had spent
tens of thousands of dollars in legal
fees defending the professor in
question against the allegations of
the female student. After
referring the student's examination
paper to several other professors,
including some in other institutions
than Yale, no professor evaluated
her above a "C" grade. Furthermore, there was no sexual
harassment or impropriety involved
either explicitly or implicitly. It was
clearly a case of female student
"using" sexual harassment as a
means of achieving a higher grade
and as a punishment for the "C"
grade given.
Without any doubt, there are
cases of sexual harassment both on

campuses and in the business world.
However, one cannot help but ask
what percentages of so-called "sexual harassment" cases are, in fact,
contrived, planned actions. The
Yale case is certainly a case in point.
We have had many examples of intolerance and "witch-hunting" in this
land and we ought to be both fair
and rational in our accusations of
danger or impropriety.
If successive, liberal-dominated
Congresses (influenced largely by ultra-liberal pressure groups) would
expend as much effort on establishing internal, institutional responsibility as on attempts to centrally regulate human behavior and control education we might just survive the
more vital problems of our time. I
am, of course, referring to Title IX,
among other elements of overreaction, bureaucratic control, and
nonsense.
C. C. C. Gunter
Associate Professor
Politics and Government

cont. from page 1
30th, they received a letter in the
mail informing them that they must
vacate the premises by May 31st.
After talking with various people
within the administration, nothing
so far has been done to rectify this
injustice.
President Phibbs was perhaps
right when he said to the residents of
Stein House, in reference to the
Greeks and the independents, "one
system shouldn't have any better
treatment than any other." But it is
apparent one can get worse
treatment

1' f
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TACOMA
SALMON
HOUSE

CELEBRATE
MOTH ER'S DAY AT

Tacoma's Finest in Seafood & Dining

Lunch 11:30-2:00
Dinner 4:30-10:00

Lunch 11:30-2:00
Mon.-Thurs ...... Dinner 4:30-9:00

Fri .............

Sat .......... . ..... Dinner 4:30-10:00

Sun ........... Dinner 2:00-9:00

C

Law Center Awaits
Approval
The University of Puget Sound
Board of trustees, during its annual
meeting at Alderbrook Inn this
weekend, authorized the president
of the university to proceed with
plans to construct a $9 million Law
Center in downtown Tacoma
subject to a final decision by the
executive committee of the board
on or before May 31, 1979.
today
officials
University
announced the board's endorsement
of the project, but noted the executive committee's power to rescind
that endorsement if:
-Construction costs cannot be
held below the $9 million level;
-The required private gift money
is not forthcoming;
-Rental income does not meet
current projections.
Final decision must be made by
the end of the month.
If the executive committee votes
in the affirmative, UPS will purchase
the five-story, brick building at
South 11th Street and Broadway
Plaza, site of the old Rhodes Department Store, two adjacent buildings
to the west and a parking garage for
the law school and other legal-judicial offices.
The school currently is located in
leased facilities in the Benaroya
Business Park, South Tacoma Way.
The board's decision culminates a
series of feasibility studies, architectural planning sessions and fundsolicitation programs for the
downtown center. During the past
year, the City of Tacoma was
awarded a $3 million federally guaranteed loan and a $1.5 million
federal Urban Development Action
Grant on behalf of UPS. These
moneys will be repaid to the city in
total by the University.
In addition, more than $1 million
in private moneys has been raised
for the project, including over
$500,000 in gifts and pledges from
Tacoma businesses. Another
$350,000 has been contributed by
other sources, according to President Phibbs.
is a
Included in that total
$100,000 grant from the SAFECO InsLirance Companies, a $250,000
anonymous gift and five other mdivdual gifts totalling $170,000.

••
:
••
••
•
•
•

•
••
•

The Law Center concept, as
described by UPS, has been cited by
educational leaders in the field of
law as a new and unique approach
to legal education, legal services
delivery, professional support and
urban redevelopment. Comprising
the center will be a number of
individual components, including:
The 750-student law school; facilities for the Washington State Court
of Appeals, Division II; an ambitious
continuing legal education program
for attorneys; a comprehensive library with sophisticated computer
research facilities to serve the needs
of the public as well as the Law
Center's occupants; office space for
practicing attorneys.
Among other optional programs
currently under consideration: A
model legal clinic, designed to
devise methods of providing reasonably priced legal service to those
who have not in the past enjoyed
easy access to law care; a center for
dispute resolution, a resource to
which the courts can refer minor
cases for arbitration and resolution;
programs in court administration
and law office management,
designed jointly by the Law School
and the UPS School of Business and
Public Administration.
The project has received the official endorsement of the Tacoma
area chamber of commerce, the
Downtown Tacoma Association and
the Tacoma-Pierce County Bar Association.

A robed protet threatened by the
Ku Klux Klan to take place on the
East tennessee State U. campus during "Black History Week' never
fully materialized, according to the
dean of student affairs.
The student newspaper has received in the campus mail a letter
purportedly written by the Klan
which promised an ''active robed
protest and massive literature d st iihution" when Benjamin Hooks, deputv director of the NAACP, spoke on
campLis. The letter said the protest
would occur because of ''reverse
discrimination and the lack of a
'White Week' honoring the White
Race."
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NEWS
Graduation Speaker: Dr.
Antonia H. Chayes
life in northern British Columbia,
where her father worked as a mining
engineer. Mrs. Murray has devoted
much of her time and talents to
establishment of the arts in Tacoma.
She is a member of the Board of
Trustees of both the Tacoma Art
Museum and the Tacoma City
Orchestra, as well as a member of
the Foundation for the Preservation
of the Governor's Mansion.
Richard Rosenthal has been Rabbi
at Tempel Beth-El for the past 22
years. He has served as adjunct assistant professor in our Department
of Religion, and has taught courses
at Pacific Lutheran University as
well. A well-known member of th e
Tacoma community, Rabbi Rosenthal has served in many capacities
for a number of agencies, including
Doctor's Hospital, Goodwill Industries, Salvation Army, United Good
Neighbor, Tacoma Pierce County
Mental Health Association, Tacoma
Urban League and Tacoma Urban
Coalition. He serves as Jewish
chaplain at McNeil Island Federal
Penitentiary, and is past chairman of
the Interfaith Advisory Committee
of the state's Department of Institutions. Currently, he serves on the
Joint Commission on Worship of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations and Central Committee on
American Rabbis.
Mr. Rosenthal received his undergraduate degree in religion and Master's of Hebrew Letters from Hebrew
Union College and the Jewish institute of Religion.

Antonia H. Chayes, selected as
this year's graduation speaker,
brings a rich and varied background
to her current position as Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force. A New
York native, Dr. Chayes received her
undergraduate degree in government from Radcliffe College. She
attended Yale Law School, and completed her legal education at the
George Washington University.
Dr. Chayes' professional background in the field of law includes
executive assistant to the Dean of
Harvard Law School and practicing
law as a partner of Csaplar and Bok,
Boston. Dr. Chayes also received a
grant from the Ford Foundation to
develop curriculum in law-related
studies for undergraduates.
Among other positions Dr. Chayes
has held are associate professor of
Political Science at Tufts University,
consultant to the Boston Model
Cities administration, member of the
President's Committee on the Status
of Women, and member of the
White House Staff. She is a trustee
and member of the Board of Governors of Wesleyan University, and a
member of the Trustee Council of
the University of Massachusetts.
Dr. Chayes will speak at Kilworth
Chapel at 8 pm. on May 25. She will
receive an honorary Doctor of
Letters at the graduation ceremony
on Saturday.
Other honorary degree recipients
are Helen B. Murray, who will
receive the Doctor of Arts, and Richard Rosenthal, being awarded the
Doctor of Humanities
Helen Murray is one of the Northwest's pioneers; she was born in
Tacoma and spent much of her early

UPS to Host George
Eliot Conference
George Eliot, major novelist of
nineteenth century Britain will be
commemorated at the "George Eliot
Centennial Conference" to be held
on the UPS campus April 10-12,
1980.
According to Dr. VanArsdel, professor of English at UPS and a
member of the Sponsoring committee, the conference, a major international scholarly meeting, is expected
to attract scholars from the US,
Canada, and Britain. Sponsored by
UPS and financed primarily through
the Endowment Enrichment fund of
the UPS Board of Trustees, the centennial conference is one of several
to be held throughout the world
commemorating Eliot's death.
"Although many notably scholars
are expected to attend," said VanAr-

Graduation
Continued

from page 1
show up for graduation," Poole said.
"I've talked to several irate students
who want it inside no matter where
it's held, but we have to consider the
seating capacity." Poole also explained that many other schools
have their commencement exercises
outside. "I know we can't count on
the weather here in Tacoma, but we
have so few choices that we have to
make the best of it," she concluded.

The life of superior attainment
always lies in ardent sacrifice."
Li Ta-chao
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Solo course 12 hours
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Fine Handwovens Pure silk blouses

LOOM ROOM
Everything for the fiber artist
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YMCA
Summer Jobs
•1

South King County YMCA has 13 summer day camp positions
open for this summer. A combination of work-study & nonwork-study positions, including: bus drivers, assist. camp
director, arts & crafts director, camp supply supervisor, and
unit counselor positions. For more information see Marcy
Jefferson in L225 x3250

REPRESENTATIVE DAVID DOXTATER WILL BE
ON CAMPUS FRIDAY THE 18th FROM 9:00.1:00
1NL225
'dv

IT. JWA~,

sdel, "the major interest centers
around Gordon S. Haight, professor
emeritus of English at Yale University. Haight is the world's greatest
authority on Eliot. He is author of
the definitive biography of George
Eliot and of her "Collected Letters."
Presently he is editing the definitive
edition of her novels."
In England, the George Eliot Fellowship is commemorating the centennial by placing a plaque in the
Poet's Corner of Westminster
Abbey. Because of her legally
unsanctioned marriage to George
Henry Lewes, attempts at her death
of having her body buried in Westminster Abbey met with opposition
from the clergy. She was consequently buried in Highgate
C em eta ry.
During her life, George Eliot, the
pen name of Mary Anne Evans, produced such works as
"Middlemarch," "The Mill on the
Floss" and "Silas Marner" to name a
few. She is noted for developing
psychological analysis which is characteristic of modern fiction and of
being outspoken and living her life
as an example for others. She is
quoted as saying to a friend, Mrs.
Brays, "Women who are content
with light and easily broken ties do
not act as I have done. They obtain
what they desire and are still invited
to dinner."
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YMCA Day Camp Opportuni*ty
"I am going to hire 10-13 students
1mm the University of Puget Sound
before the end of this month," commented David Doxtater, program
director at the South King County
''MCA in Auburn. "I need some
'ally great students to fill 10-13 day
amp counselor positions,
Doxtater said, "But, these aren't
going to be just some more ordinary
ole camp counselor positions. These
positions will allow each student the
opportunity to fulfill their most
creative urges in working with children. This years YMCA summer day
camp is going to be a truly unique
experience for both the camper and
the counselor."
The South King County YMCA is
holding a day camp this summer
from June 11 until August 31, with
eleven completely different weekly
camping sessions. The camp is open
to youngsters from the ages of 6-12,
throughout the South King County
and Northern Tacoma area's.
This years camp-site will be in a
wooded, 20-acre site, located

TYPING
588-6851
417

"ee/ca4e

Z
1d90ftk,kZ

:
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41st
YEAR
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between Auburn and Federal Way.
The site is an undeveloped area on
West Hill and is known locally as
"Tall Timbers."
One of the interesting aspects of
the Y camp this summer is the
orientation towards a progressive
style camp structure. As Doxtater
stated, "It should be pointed out
that this summers camp will
definitly not be just another day
camp. This years camp will take on a
new perspective, different then any
other previous camp. there is an all
out effort directed towards unadulterated creativity. This camp will be
fun!
"Programing a day camp," said
Doxtater, "traditionally revolves
around the same old re-hashed
coloring books-crayons theme. But
that's boring, and the kids grow
pretty tired 01 it, real fast.
DoxtatercOntinued'd, "This year's
day camp won't be just another version of elementary school for the
kids. This year's camp is going to
offer each individual child their

P.T. Award
Announced
The Physical Therapy Department is pleased to announce that
U.P.S. Junior, Barbara Hoth, has
been named a recipient of a Mary
MacMillan Scholarship. The scholarship is awarded on the basis of
superior scholarship, potential contribution to the field of PT, and past
productivity.
Eighty candidates compete annually for one of the five awards. As
a recipient, Ms. Hoth will recieve a
$500 merit scholarship and a $500
institutional scholarship.
EVENING APPOINTMENTS
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MOVING?
Educational Center

CALL 588-3611

Call Days EvenIngs & Weekends

University Village Bldg.
4900 25th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98105
(206) 523-7617
For IniormationAbout Other Centers
in Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800.223-1782
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freedom. Freedom to make a'
decision, freedom to think out loud,
freedom to run their own lives the
way that only a child can. A kid is
only a kid once, and that child only
gets a few precious years to play,
slide, jump, snout, and dream; after
those years are gone, they are gone
forever."
"But," Doxtater added, "the key
to a successful camp offhis type is a
fantastic staff. We are looking for
those people who love kid's, but
more importantly, we are looking
for those people who can respect a
kid."
Doxtater had more to say about
the child/counselor relationship, "A
lot of folks have difficulty relating
to the concept of "Kid-Power".., that
a child is a small individual." "That's
where my staff enters the picture,
"Doxtater continued. A mature staff
person can give the guidance and
supervision that a child needs, and
at the same time, still give that child
the freedom to direct his or her own
life. Adults know the do's and dont's

of their world around them through
experience; kids don't have that
experience, so consiquently they
don't know all of those rules yet."
"If I can find 10-13 good people
from University of Puget Sound",
Doxtater continued, "this summer
will be a success. Hopefully, 1,300
yougsters from the Kent, Auburn,
Federal Way, Renton and Tacoma
area's will have the summer of their
life."
The YMCA has at leat 13
counselor positions open this
summer. There are also positions for
bus drivers, arts and crafts people,
and assistant directors. Nearly all of
these Y positions are for work-study
students. Anyone who is work-study
eligible and considers themseif a
creative individual, is the person the
YMCA is looking for this summer.
"I would urge everyone
interested, "Doxtater added, "to
drop by the financial aid office and
check into work-study eligibility.
Many students qualify without even
knowing it!"

The Balance of Power Tips
for the Historian All-Stars
By Bonnie Williams

It was a game to end all games,
and everyone was there Redmond
Barnett, sporting khaki's and a windbreaker; Suzanne Barnett, wearing
dark sunglasses everytime it looked
like we might see a few rays (wishful
thinking); Steve2, playing on
opposite teams; David pitching, and
various and sundry other characters.
They were all there for the second
annual History versus Politics and
Government baseball game,
renamed "Bill Hobson Day" in
honor of Dr. Hobson, who resigned
for personal reasons and will not be
returning in the fall.
Everyone was poised and ready
for anything as the players took
their stances and fans kept their umbrellas and beer close by. Tension
mounted as first one batter and then
another stepped up to the plate. An
uneventful game so far... then, before I knew it, the score was 3 to 1
in favor of History. I don't know
where those runs came from; I know
Suzanne made it to first base
...

twice...l guess I was too busy watching the pitter-patter rainfall turn into
a monsoonto see what was going on
with the game.
The fans were great. Instead of
rooting for their team, they kept
yelling, "Let's Quit!" It was only the
top of the 4th when that happened.
The score was 4 toO.
At one point I thought something
terrible had happened when I saw
half of each team run to a
tree Turned out they didn't want to
get drowned, (The tree didn't help
much).
Finally, it was a mad dash to the
cars, as players decided the honorary event should come to a close. So
much for baseball games, rain, UPS,
history and poly sci. But no matter
what, I know Bill Hobson will he
sorely missed by his students and
friends.
...

"Happy Birthday, Nanook Martin!"

usic Instructors Wanted!
Our next studio opens this summer.
We need instuctors for:
Guitar, Banjo, Piano, organ, accodian,
drums, all band & string instuments...
a.

MOVING & STORAGE
Please call after 3:00 p.m.
A FULL MOVING SERVICE
- Free Estimates -

Certified Moving Consultants
Harold W. Erickson, Mgr.

Wét Coast Music Studios
272-5725
(Owner.Manager: Roger Freiheit)
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Student Services
Safety and Securi*tyCrime Report
The followuig
incidents were
reported to the UPS Safety/Security
office during the week of April 30
through May 6.

430 at 4 pm: A student reported
the theft of her bicycle (value $100)
which was left in a nonsecured position near the Occupational Therapy
building. No suspects. (Referred to
the Tacoma Police Department).
5/1 at 9:30 am: A housekeeper reported the theft of two Universityowned lamps from Harrington Hall.
No suspects.
5/1 at 11:20 am: A Science Divis-

UPS Job Board
Offers Positions
to Students
The following jobs are posted on
the Job Board in Collins Library, 225.
If you're interested in any of the
jobs below, please stop by room 225
for additional information.

#521 A technical marketing coordinator is needed. Clerical and
office experience is needed.
#509 A distributor of Amway Products is needed. Must be enthusiastic and have a desire to make
money.

ion employee reported the theft of
two special mirrors (value $100)
from a room in Thompson Hall. Investigation is pending.
5/3 at 4 pm: A student attempted
to fraLidently cash a check
belonging to another student in the
Cashiers Office. The student was
contacted by Safety/Security
personnel. (Referred to the Dean of
Students).
5/4 at 7:20 pm: A student reported
the theft of property belonging to
her and her roommate from their
residence haIl room. Losses included cash, a suitcase, a gold chain, a
tapeplayer recharging cord and two

glasses (total value $140).
No
suspects.
5/5 at 2-3 am: Three non-resident
students created a disturbance at
the Sigma Chi House. The individuals had been involved in several altercations which occurred earlier at
a Sigma Chi party. Tacoma Police
Officers responded to disband the
subjects as they did not heed
requests by Safety/Security
personnel to leave the area. One of
the individuals was arrested by
police officers for minor
consumption, breach of the peace
and resisting arrest. (Referred to the
Dean of Students).

I Wan t A ds

78-79 Honors Draws to an End
Students in Jeff Morse's Honors
112a, Heredity and Society, have
completed the course together...
almost. The final requirement is the
presentation of position papers to
the corpus of the Honors Program in
colloquium. Question: Is There a
Genetic Explanation of Intelligence?
Answers: Virginia Green, Peter
Hapeman, Roberta Heister, Kelsie
Kerr, Valerie Cole. Place and Time:
Thompson Hall 144, 3 pm Monday,
May 14.
Tom Reinart has completed his

Senior Honors Thesis almost.
It
will be defended before an assembly
of students and faculty on Thursday,
Mary 17th. Tom was last year's
winner of the President's Writing
Prize and has accepted a scholarship to study for his doctorate at
Cornell University.
Topic: "The Rise of lrrationalism
in the 19th Century." Advisor: Francis Cousens Place and time:
McCormick Room of the Library, 4
pm Thursday, May17.
Three
Honors
Living-Learning
Houses for next year are filled...
almost. Langlow House - Freshmen
in the Honors Core Curriculum in
the Classics (Terry Cooney and Rob
Garrett). Upperclass Women - (Apply to Sally Toothaker, ext. 4111).
Upperclass men - (Apply to Gary
Hansen, 752-4027).

Spring Semester will find an
evaluation form attached to an
announcement being sent to you.
Please complete it and return it
immediately to R. G. Albertson, Music 304.
You are urged to attend the
colloquium on Genetics and our
senior thesis next week (Your final
Honor-able acts of the semester...

almost).

5/5 at 3:37 am: A group of students were creating a disturbance
and were consuming alcohol in the
main Union Avenue parking lot
After a great deal of verbal
resistance the group was disbanded
by Safety/Security personnel.
5/5 at 8:30 pm: A non-student
'eported that a male accosted her as
;he walked along the sidewalk near
North 16th Street and Lawrence Avenue. The sublect stole $40 from the
victims purse. (Referred to the
Tacoma Police Department).
5/6 at 3:34 pm: A student reported
that a male verbally harrassed her in
a sexual manner in the Library.

WANTED: Small apartment for my
parents for three months of summer
between UPS and Wright Park.
Call 927-6477 or 593-2805. Ask for
Mrs. Wright.
APT. AVAILABLE for sublet this
summer. 1 bedrm, Furnished, room
for 2 people. $180/mo. All utilities
paid. 9 blocks from UPS. Call Kay
627-4815,
RIDE OFFERED to Pullman, Wa.,
morning of May 25. 1-2 spaces
open. Contact Ann Barton, 7520957.

...

#518 A summer hostess is needed.
Experience is necessary. Salary is set
at $3.75 per hour.
#487 There's an opening for a lifeguard at the Elks pool. Also, an instructor for swim classes. Must have
passed Senior Lifesaving, WSI.
Salary is $3.00 per hour-$3.25 per
hour.
#522 Someone is needed to deliver
and set up waterbeds. Must have
own transportation (truck or van.)
Salary is $4.00-$5.00 per hour,
depending on qualifications.
#523 A receptionist is needed. Experience is necessary, including
some typing. Must be well-groomed,
personable, and be able to deal with
people. Salary is union scale.
#515 A warehouse person is needed.
Must have a good driving record, a
license, and be over 18. Salary is
negotiable.

Course evaluations: Those of you
enrolled in Honors 112 AthroJgh D

INTERVIEWS
The following interviews are
scheduled for the week of May 1418. If you are interested in one of
the opportunities listed below,
please sign up in the Academic
Advising Career Planning and Placement office, Room 225 CoIl ings
I. ibrary.
Tuesday, May 15:
PORT
ANGELES SCHOOL DISTRICT will
be interviewing education majors
for positions of primary and iritermeci iate tc',ichi'r . home economic

GRADUAT10 . N

teachers,

special education and
counselor positions.
Wednesday, May 16:MOORE
BUSINESS FORMS, a national corporation, will be interviewing for
sales representative positions. Posi(loris are available nationwide.
Thursday, May 17:
EVERETT
SCHOOL DISTRICT will visit
campus to interview elementary and
secondary education majors for
teaching positions. (Western Washuigton school district).

The Sale You've Been Waiting For!
Jewelry - Gift Items - Games
Posters - Etc.
0kk
Starts May 14, ends May 18
Stock up on
Some Great Buys!
law

8:30a.m. - 4:30p.m.
UPS BOOKSTORE
15th and Lawrence
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PLU Takes Men Edged In
Lambreth
Meyer Cup
Cup
Last Sunday, May 6, was the running of the Lambreth and Meyer Cup
Races between UPS and PLU, an
annual event involving the two
rivals.
Despite early morning winds, the
Women's Open Four boat coxed by
Cynthia Hougland and rowed by
Cynthia Eastman, Laurie Clapp,
Sarah Patterson and Leslie Smith
was able to better its time from the
preceding regatta, although it still
came in slightly behind PLU. That
boat will be competing in Regionals
n Seattle next week.
The Women's Fly-Weight four will
also be competing in regional competition next week. It, too, bettered
its time against PLU, although they
did not win either. The Women's Fly
Four is coxed by Sheila Okamoto
and rowed by Sue Benedict, Leslie
Kantor, Patti Higgins and Carrie
Krohn.
A combination of Hougland,
Clapp, Eastman, Benedict Kantor,
Higgins and Smith along with Linda
Brauch and Amanda Blake, gave
UPS a strong novice eight to put into
competition against PLU. Unfortunately, one oar was lost in the first
100 meters due to a crab and the
boat rowed the 1000 meters with
only 7 oarswomen. They lost their
race, and traditionally, their shirts,
but not their spirit. The UPS
Women's Crew team is a novice
team this year aside from returning
oarswomen Meg Sands, Leslie
Kantor, and Linda Brauch.

The famed Meyer Cup was
decided by a one boat-length lead in
the featured Men's Varsity Eight's
race last weekend as the Lutes from
PLU edged the Loggers. Rain, rough
water, and strong head winds made
rowing difficult for both crews,
although the times were surprisingly
fast for the 2,000 meter course, with
PLU posting a winning 5:51 and UPS
with a 5:58. Rowing ibr the Men's
Varsity Eightfor UPS were Gordy
Bonaci at stroke, Mark Worley 7,
Graham Tash 6, Scott Gulick 5,
Brian Sigurdson 4, Wayne Kremling
3, Carsten Henningson 2, and Brian
Reagan in the bow.
In the Freshman Four's event, the
UPS alumni "B" team came in first,
followed by PLU, with the UPS frosh
finishing third. In the Men's Varsity
Four's race, PLU "A" ended up first
with UPS two lengths behind, followed by PLU "B" another eight lengths
down.
Alumni from both PLU and UPS
gathered for their traditional
challenge race prior to the running
of the Meyer Cup. The Lutes beat
the Logger grads by 11/2 lengths in
the featured eights race. The UPS
alumni "A's" later gained revenge as
they easily took PLU in the Four's
race by 31/2 lengths.
In all, the oarsmen rowed a fine
season and hold even greater
promise for next year. Out of 16
rowers, 11 will be back, joined by
four returning lettermen. Good luck
next week at Green Lake.

If you've got the heart
to run we've got the sole!

(S
O

Hornet:

Ranked

#1

f,-,r rrfr,,'t

mpact absorption and called "an
excellent shoe. Very good construc
tion. excellent buy. We recommend
this shoe highly." Available in
widths.

ES
Werd M q

án

$25.95

110
HURDLES:
3rdRandyMoon

15.5

400 M. HURDLES:
8th Mark Stephens
11th Alex Krumins

56.3
57.0

STEEPLECHASE:
3rd Tom Nolan
12th Steve Gerrodette

9:24.6
10:35.2

4X 400 M. RELAY:
4th Reggie Brown
Mark Stephens
Mark Torgerson
Dave Thompson

3:24.9

other
Scores
Beta"A"14SAE "B"2
Beta "A" 11 Artful Dodgers 4
Beta "B" 10 Kappa Sigmas 2
Beta "A" 20 Harrington 1
Todd Squad over Seamen by forfeit
Theta Chi over Silver Moose by Forfeit

400 M. HURDLES:
14th Betty Andrews

72.1

100 M:
Vicki Chappell
Vicki Chappell
Karen Smith
Laura Chappell
Michelle Rucker

13.4
13.5
14.3
14.5
14.7

4 X 400 M. RELAY
10th Rhonda Bellinger
Susan Torgerson
Laura Jacobsen
Betty And rews
4 X 100 M. RELAY:
10th UPS

55.0

33m84

4X200M. RELAY:
7th UPS

1:57.9

TRIPLE JUMP:
4th Dennis Goodman

11m64

LONG JUMP:
10th Diane Thompson

4m68

SHOT PUT:
6th Rich Whitnew

11m96
"The philosophers have only interpreted the world The point, however, is to change it."
Karl Marx
...

1m85
1 m85

43m02

383-4739

2616 6th AVENUE
T

E

Bikes
Moto- x
epairs
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JEANS & THINGS

Ph. 564-1921

HIM I/EII

?',11.TOiyn,,00

0

.-

2515 6th Ave. Tacoma

.

i

6

-. Womens & Mens Tops
Featuring:

Kn*ickerbockers
Ph. 272-1744

4:32.1

HAMMER THROW:
8th Rick Canfield

BUDIL 'S FLOWERS

-

stop Brian Butler turned in fine
defensive performances, and pitcher
Mike Ritchie received credit for the
win, despite Steve Dwyer flying out
to left field five straight times. As
usual, Bill Hobson was a no-show.

Vancouver Relay Draws
UPS Spikers

JAVELIN:
8th Jeff Williamson

JAFCO SHOPPING CENTER
472-0189
(NEXT TO TOWER RECORDS)

sw

Highlighting Intramural softball
action this last week was the TRAIL
Homeroids come from behind 15 to
10 victory over the Kappa Sigmas,
Sparked by the spine-tingling cheerleading of Karen Rindal and Tu, and
led by the .lulian Javier-like moves
of ex-TRAIL editor Steve Dwyer at
second base, and the Mary Throneberry-like antics of ex-TRAIL editor
Steve Mc lellan behind the plate,
the Homeroids erased a 10 to 4
deficit by tallying seven times in the
fifth inning. The big blow in the
inning was a 300 foot blast over the
left fielder's head by center fielder
Chris Ellis with two mates aboard.
Left fielder Tony Tento and short-

HIGH JUMP:
3rd Sam Bell
4th Randy Moon

RW5-Star

64

by Daniel Bolong

DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY:
8th UPS
11:1 7.4

SHOE MFG.
CO.INC.
,
)

Homeroids, Betas Big
IM Softball Winner's

. ..

San, Franc

,..

jthflg

Ga
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Long-Awaited AlL Teams
Women Netters End Season
Domi'iate Women's
Sports Quiz
MAY 2

PLU8

IM SofttiallAction

by Daniel Bolong

4/18
Gamma Phi over Todd by forfeit

Questions:

A/L #1 over O.C.J.'s by Forfeit

Who is the highest paid pro
basketball player?
Who is the only major league
pitcher to win more than 100
games in each league, yet never
win more than 17 games in any one
season?
Who was the second horse to run
the Kentucky Derby in under two
minutes?
In 1941, Ted Williams became
the last player to hit over 400 in
one season. Who won the MVP
award in the American League that
year?
Who kicked the winning field
goal in the 16-13 Baltimore Colt
Super Bowl win over the Dallas
Cowboys in Super Bowl V?
Name the six members of the
1961 New York Yankees to hit 20 or
more home runs that season?
Name the only pitcher to appear
in all seven games of a World
Series?
Name the only swi..ch-hitting
infield in major league history.
who won the decathlon in the
1968 Olympic Games in Mexico
City?
Who was the last player to pitch
a perfect game in the major
leagues?

SOOA

't1 !°),
PJPAOH UOS]

pje q Dui?lq UyO1

Sue Larson (PLU) def. Michelle
Prince (UPS) 6-4, 6-4

more (UPS) 6-4, 6-2

Swede Painters 5 O.C.J.'s 3
Kappas over Todd by Forfeit
Kumus over Thetas by forfeit
Alpha Phi 11 Tri Delts 10
Pi Phi 19 Tough Schiffs 10

Holly Rogers (UPS) def. Shannon
Bunch (PLU) 6-2, 6-2
DOUBLES:
Wales-Strandness (PLU) def. Henderson-Rogers (UPS) 6-2, 6-3

4/25
Gamma Phi 18 Kappas 9
Ohio Players over Kumus by forfeit
4/28
Tough Schiffs over Todd by forfeit
A/L #1 over Tri Delts by forfeit
4/29
Kappas 18 Pi Phi 6
A/L #2 30 Ohio Players 5
Alpha Phi 18 Swede Painters 17
Tenzler 5 Kumus 0
Tough Schiffsl4Gamma Phil3
5/1

Phi Phi over Todd by forfeit

AL #1 over Todd by forfeit
Kappas 12 Tri Delts 11
5/5
Alpha Phi over Kumus by forfeit
5/6

Aust-Ketler (PLU) def. Archer-Larmore (U PS) 6-3, 3-6, 11-9

SINGLES:
Arthur Jung (UBC) def. Jack Whittall
(UPS 646-3

Rands Smith (UPS) def. Eric Voute

(U BC) 7-6,4-6,6-1
Mjnfred Tsai (UBC) del Ben Jones
(UPS) 4-6,6-33-1
Noel Fujii (UPS) def. Ken Matheson

(U BC) 6-4, 6-2
Terry Line (I PS) del Dave McAdam
(UBCi ('4.1 -6.7-5
Jon l,:co it son (UPS) det Jagdeeh
Dhartii (U BC) 6-4,7-3
)OUBLES
Smith-Jones (UPS) del Jung-Voute
(U BC) 6-77-6,6-2
Whitta) I-Shelton (UPS) def
TsaiMatheson (U BC) 6 - 3,6 - 3
Fuji i-Lane (UPS)
def. McAda n:
Dhami (U B(') 61 6 - 0

•mwww

A/I. #217 Kappas 14
AlL #1 over Thetas by Forteit
ci
Gamma Phi 11 0 C

O
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(UO)

Hirickley-Prince (UPS) 6-3, 6-1
def.
(UO)
Anderson-Haeckler
Arc her-Larmore (UPS) 2-6, 7-5, 6-1

SINGLES:
John Shelton (UPS) def. Dave
Buxton (TCC) 6-2,6-2
Marty
def.
(UPS)
Lane
Terry
Mulenex (TCC) 6-0,6-0
Jon Jacobson (UPS) def. Umeda
Yasuhira (TCC) 6-0,6-0

Ron Johnson (UPS) def.
(TCC) 6-3,6-0

Ted Fick

Tracy Rogers (UPS) def. Ray Stilwell

(TCC) 6-3,6-1
DO U B L F S
N')orrow-Cah ii
U PS 11 det \lu cnn.',Yasuhira (TCC) 3-6,6-3,6-3
Buxton-Fick (TCC
def. KeeslingPeterson fL P5 i

wwv4p

0

Shampoo, Cut and B/ow Dry

Perm w/o Cut
(Normally $30.00)

1978 FERRARI 305 GIS, No. 24371. Metallic
silver, black leather. Air. XWXs. Blaupunki
Berlin. Jensen, Hella. F.A.F. cover. 200() miles.
542,500. Seattle. (206) 823-5995.

•
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CONTEMPORARY HAIR DESIGNS
TERY • JERRY • KEITH

IJLJUJ
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(Formerly located at BIG 6 Service)
WE'VE MOVED!
SERVE YOU BETTER.

EXCELLENT SERVICE
AT A FAIR PRICE

4

0
>-

-ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF
FOREIGN CAR

I-

-

—I

-

I

0

(Normally $10.001

0

C

def.

Henderson-Rogers (UPS) 4-6, 6-3, 6-3
del
MariKart-Mickelson
(UO)

50% AND
OFFALL
SERVICES
MAKE UP APPLICATIONS

•

E fS
0

McKenna-Tennant

Thru May with this coupon

o4 puo:) ~) s p11S!Ui) OhM 'WPq5

s4311N

DOUBLES

APRIL30
UPS6 TCC1

IP!JPJJBC)

'

Patti McKenna (UO) def. Cmi Henderson (UPS) 4-6, 6-4, 6-4
Patti Marihart (UO) deL Michelle
Prince (UPS) 7-5, 6-1
Tina Mickelson (UO) def. Lisa Keylor
(UPS) 6-3, 7-5
Christine Tennant (UO) def. Caroline
Hinckley (UPS) 6-4, 6-2
Lynn Haeckler (UO) def. Janet
Larmore (UPS) 6-1, 6-4
Sheryl Anderson (UO) def. Holly

MAY 1
UPS7 UBC2

Ohio Players over Todd by forfeit

(

SPddPd 1 IqN (

UPSO

SINGLES:

Men Netters Take Pair

'ieaA ley S O W03 0 A11n:) a suo:) 9c
A1ips l iq 0LM 'oi(PwiQ io[ ft

eaA iad

MAY 4

OREGON9

Rogers (UPS) 6-4, 6-2

Larson-Mercille (PLU) def. HinckleyPrince (UPS) 3-6, 6-4, 6-1

lWPV%4 Aa)Ji,y ()

U!

Standness (PLU) 6-3, 6-3

Ohio Players over Tenzler by forfeit

S!JP(,\! J0(
U!J,Q Wi I

Cmi Henderson (UPS) def. Tracy

4/22

5/2

PUP llO ay 104
996L UI J4UflH ,S!4lPj,, wil (oL
sP1S paiiufl qi JO Aawooj lftl (6
SS ll'M AJnPVJ pUP 'q WPtll!9 wi(
'q
JAC4] Wil qL
5 M
SJpOQ SIU\/ SO] c961- aq1 (n
S,V PUPI)IPO a ql 40 pel cIp uil I"d (L
S\/

SINGLES:
Kathy Wales (PLU) def. Kay Archer
(UPS) .4, 6-2

Claire Mercille (PLU) def. lisa Keyler (UPS) 6-2, 7-6
Lylas Aust (PLU) def. Carolyn Hinckley (UPS) 6-2, 6-1
Tammi Ketlr (PLU) def. Janet Lar-

A/L #2 over Thetas by forfeit

Answers:

UOJMO)IS

4/21
Kappas 27 Tough Schiffs 1
A/L #1 7 Alpha Phi 6
A/L #2 over Kumus by Forteit

UPS2

1222 SOUTH SPRAGUE
BY PECK FIELD
572-3768
MERCEDES BMW

FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

0
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0
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U
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JAGUAR AUSTIN PEUGOT 0
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Fisher on Campus
Albert
L.
Fisher,
National
President of the Honor Society of
Phi Kappa Phi, headlined the
initiation ceremony held on campus
by the local chapter on Sunday
afternoon, May 6.
Seventy initiates entered the
society. Invitations were issued to
the top ten per cent of all graduate
degree candidates except Law, as
well as the top ten per cent of the
graduating senior class and the top
five per cent of the junior class. Two
faculty and one staff member were
inducted: Assistant Vice-President
Shirley Bushnell; Professor of
Religion John Phillips; and Chairman
of the Foreign Language Department Michel Rocchi.
Chapter President Anneke Mason
announced the first annual winner
of the James R. Slater Merit Scholar,
Gary Hansen The award will go each
'ear to the person judged to be the
outstanding junior initiate, and
(arries a substantial stipend The
annual sophomore book award was
divided between two equally outstandinu candidates. Kathleen Rae

Campbell and Judy L. Ledgerwood.
Mason, retired incumbent
president, also introduced the Phi
Kappa Phi Executive Committee for
the coming year. University VicePresident Jim Clifford will serve as
interim president of the chapter
until Prof. Walter Lowrie returns to
campus in Spring Term, 1980 to take
the position for the balance of the
two-year term. Prof. James
Sorenson, Director of School of
Music, will serve as SecretaryTreasurer and Prof. Robert
Matthews, Mathematics, will serve
as Publicity Chairman. Student
board members are Susan Rogers,
Vice-President and Ken VanSteenkiste, Member-at-Large.
Dr.
Fisher,
Professor
of
Geography at the University of
Utah, encouraged the initiates and
members to affirm the Society's
motto and let the 'love of learning"
become the ruling principle for all
mankind. FoLir years ago Dr. Fisher
visisted the campus to install the
then new local chapter of Phi Kappa
Phi.

Militant Forum Set
On Sunday May 13th 7:00 p.m.,
the Militant Labor Forum at 1306
South K Street, will present the
panel discussion Behind the Energy
Swindle: More Profits... More PoilLition... More Nuclear Hazards.
Speakers will include Mary Nell
Bockman, trade union activist and
member of the Socialist Workers
Party, and others.
In his national energy policy
'peech on April 5th, President Carter
sharply emphasized again allegations that-the United States is running out
of oil
-we "will have to use less oil and
pay more for it"
-that "there is no way for us to
abandon the nuclear supply of

energy in our. foreseeable fut ure."
Yet rather than alarm, there is a
deepening distrust of such government warnings. In a New York
Times/CBS news Poll done last
month, only 20% of those
questioned believed "the oil
shortage we hear about is real." The
American people don't want to pay
more at the gas pumps while oil
companies' profits soar. Neither do
they want their families subjected to
unknown quantities of radiation"Low-level" or not. What is behind
this government/oil corporation
partnership in defrauding the
public? What can working people do
to fight back? Join us for more discussion. Donation is $1.0.

Moctemma
MEXICAN RESTA URANT
Where you'llfind

Original Mexican Fc
every day of the

We Feature Mexican
Beer & Wine

Parking in Rear

S.E.D. Looks At
Homosexuality
Search, Explore and Discover
(SED), a group of mainly Christian
students, seeks to "openly address
the many questions that confront
persons of faith in our pluralistic
society," said Lynda Williamson,
one SED member.
Founded in the spring of 1978,
SED is oriented to help answer questions arising from contemporary
events and issues and their involvement in the lives of people, she
continued. She also emphasized
that all topics discussed are suggested by the UPS student body at
large.
One such topic at a recent SED
meeting was homosexuality. Reverend Marie Fortune and Ms. Cherry
Johnson were featured speakers.
Both women are members of a task
force on homosexuality for the
Church Council of Greater Seattle.
Rev. Fortune, also director of the
Prevention of Sexual Violence
project for the Council, said that
most Christians regard homosexuality as a sin This idea comes from
the old notion that sex is mainly procreative Rev. Fortune went on to

explain that there is no consensus in
the church, as a whole, on this issue.
Modern society says that gay is
had, and a major question facing the
modern church is that of accepting
or rejecting this standard, she
continued. Many churches, while
supportive of civil rights for all,
have denied gays the opportunity to
express their Christianity through
the medium of the ministry, she
added.
Ms. Johnson, speaking on the civil
rights aspect of the Gay Movement,
said that often the national media
concentrates on defeats rather than
on victories. In 1978 Seattle voters
defeated a referendum that would
have taken many civil rights away
from homosexuals, but this was not
reported by the national media
Instead, she said, attention was
focused mainly on Dade County
Florida where a similar referendurr
was passed
the
women
stressed
Both
importance of education as a
solution to the misunderstandings
s i rroLj nd i ng the homosexu a Ii tv
issue.

F.C.A. Collects
C hristians
The
Fellowship
of
Christian
Athletes (FCA) is the newest
Christian organization on campus,
having started this spring semester.
Mike Balbas, a junior from Boise,
Idaho, said that the aim of FCA was
to gather Christians, who happen to
be athletes, to share their joys and
problems together.
"To me," he continued, "FCA
means a chance to be with my
Christian brothers and sisters to
share our common experiences and
problems, and together find
answers. As Christians we all share
the same problems whether we are
athletes or not." He added that the
only prerequisite for people to come
to FCA was to have worn tennis
shoes at least once in their lives.
Begun in 1959, the FCA grew out
206-759-8263

Mon. - Thurs ... 11 a.m. to 9p.m.
Fri. and Sat...11 a.m. to 10p.m.
Closed Sun.
5434 South Tacoma 4
474-5593
Between 54th and 56th St.

Campus Christian
Groups

thh&'i'

of an idea of the then Assistant
Coach at the University of
Oklahoma. He sought to show
through Christian athletes that
victory in life was not on a score
board, but through Christ.
The now nation-wide organization
has a membership of about 100,000
with a paid staff of only 16, said Eric
Tinglum, an off-campus advisor for
ECA at the University of Puget
Sound.
"The intent of FCA is to spread
the gospel using athletics as a
common denominator." he added.
Plans for the future include Bible
studies, movies, and guest speakers,
featuring Mike Parker, Mayor of
Tacoma, and Christian team
members of the Seahawks and the
Son ics

Brick Tave
Featuring

Custom Design Tailorin,,'
Gift Shop Fabrics

BLUE PORT NEWS
Entertaining Frk/ay b Saturday

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

9:00pm 2:00pm

-

-

Free Pool

Orders To Go

Monday - Thursday 12:00 3:00pm

Mon. Tue, Thur., Fri.. 10 a,m,-530 pm.
I p.m.-:30 p.m.
Sat. 10 m.-4 p.m

Wed.

- .......- ,-. ,...

2707 No.21 St.

lu-

5302 Nt/i. Baltimore
Ruston
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Arts & Entertainment
Susan Griff in's
Itinerary

On Monday the 14th Susan Griffin
will be at the following places:
11 am-12 pm She will meet with
classes in Mc 006. This is open to all
students.
12-1 pm Lunch in the Fireplace

Room of Niwa House. Students are
welcome.
1-2 pm She will meet with classes
and any interested students in Mc
006.
2-3 pm A reception will be held in

the Battin Lounge (Mc 124) for the
President's and Dean's Faculty and
Women's Advisory Committee.
8 pm. Lecture in Jacobsen Recital
Hall titled "Women and Nature."

Annual
Pot
Sale
The University of Puget Sound's
annual Spring Pot and Print Sale is
scheduled for Friday and Saturday,
May 11-12, on the Kittredge Gallery
lawn.
Functional
and
decorative
ceramic ware on sale will include
mugs, plates casserole dishes and
planters; other sale items featured
are prints, silk screens, etchings and
lithographs.
Such
well-known
Northwest
artists as Ken Stevens, Reid Osaki
and Russel Hamamoto will join with
current UPS students in offering
their works for sale at the event, one
of the most popular and wellattended at the university each year.
Proceeds from the event, which is
sponsored by the UPS Cerar,iics
Guild, will go to pottery and printmaking students and to the
Ceramics Guild, which sponsors
visiting artists and guest lecturers
for the ceramics department.
Hours for the sale are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. both days.

Tacoma Choral
Society Sings
"Elijah"
The University of Puget SoundTacoma Choral Society is slated to
perform Felix Mendelssohn's
oratorio "Elijah" on Friday, May 11,
at 8:15 p.m in Mason United
Methodist Church.
Conducted
by
Dr.
Edward
Hansen, professor of music at UPS,
the group consists of 130 singers and
instrumentalists from UPS and the
community.
According to Hansen, "Elijah" is
the most admired of Mendelssohn's
compositions.
Featured soloists for the concert
are Marianne Weltmann, soprano,
who is a graduate of the Juillard
School of Music and member of the
UPS music faculty. Thomas
Goleeke, tenor, is associate
professor of voice at UPS and is a
frequent soloist with the Choral
Society.
Carmen Leon, alto, who is new to
Tacoma audiences, came to Washington from the Dominican
Republic and is currently a graduate
student at the University of Washington. The role of Elijah will be
sung by Greg Ryerson, bass, who is
also new to area audiences, coming
from Omaha. He played in "Sound
of Music" at the Cirque Dinner
Theatre.
The concert is complimentary and
open to the public. ,
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ORDER NOW!
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May 16th-18th
Bookstore
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Say a lot about yourself without savina a word.

Friday till 1:00

U.P.S. BOOKSTORE
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Logger Weekend
logger Weekend 1979 proves to
be unique, wild, and fUn. To this
year's schedule, new events have
been added, traditional ones will be
vnhanced, and the atmosphere
promises to he more crazy than ever
be fore!
Beginning your weekend is the
Hall-aballoo. Produced by the
Special Events Committee, this
festivity provides hours of amazing
and varied entertainment--enough to
keep you entertained all night. The
doors open at 9:00 with the sounds
of funk, country, and disco
pervading the Hall.
Tickets are
available at the Info Boothe and at

the door throughout the evening.
Free bus service will be leaving the
SUB every 15 minutes, beginning at
8:45. So begin Logger Weekend at
the Hall-aballoo, good times await
you there.
Continuing the weekend on
Saturday morning at 10:00 am,
Logger Events begin. In their
twentieth year of existance, the
events have taken a new direction.
Included with perennial events,
such as: the tug-of-war. iceblocking, grease pole climbing.
cross-cut sawing, booths sponsored
by Farrell's, Coke, and a special
"dunking booth", involving

Loaaer Weekend
Schedule

President Phibbs, Dr. Clifford and
others will be included. T-shirts and
trophies will be awarded to
individual and group winners.
Concluding the events, a Frisbee
exhibition at Todd Field, and a jazzy
band in the Todd Quad will be
provided.
The weekend continues at 9:00
pm with another attraction unique
to weekends ot the past. The Films
Committee is presenting "Close
Encounters of the Third Kind" in the
A-L Quad. Free to UPS students,
close Encounters will enlighted your
spirits, iF you haven't enlightened
them already.

10

'

.r

9:00 pm - 1:am HaII-aballoo/OId City Hall

S t' 'rda''
Cl

10 OOAM

Frisbee Golf 9 hole/A L Quad

10 00 AM

3 Mile Run/Fountain at Jones Hall

11 00 AM

Keg Put/Todd Field

12 00 PM

Cross Sawing/Todd Field

1:00 PM

Grease Pole Climb/Todd Field

2:00 PM

Ice Blocking/Todd Field

3:00 PM

Tug-a-War/ Todd Field
Frisbee Distance Accuracy and
Demons tra tion /Todd Field

4:30-5:30 PM Neil's Jazz/Todd Lawn
6:30-9:00 PM Greek "All Campus "Progressive
Party/Kappa Sigs, SAE's
-
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Tickets will be on sale
Friday Night at the
Old City Hall

'7
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4:30-5:30 PM Dinner OUTSIDE/Todd Lawn
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L ogger Events

4:00 PM

o"O '

'0°

Friday

Concluding Logger Weekend 1979
is the wildest festivity ever
witnessed by UPS students. This
"grand finale" is the "Greek All
Campus Progressive Party"
Sponsored by IFC and ASB, the
perennial conclusion of Logger
Weekend will boost your frame-ofmind, and prepare you in various
ways for all-important remaining
weeks The Greek Party is free, for
all UPS students, its hours are from
6:30 to 9:00, and 11:30 to --well, that
we will leave up to you. So enjoy
your Weekend, because finals are
around the corner!

Free bus service leaving the SUB every 15

mm.

Bring your UPS ID
I

This saturday night the IFC & ASB
are hosting a major social gathering,
This event has traditionally been
the biggest happening of the year.
Unfortunately, this year the
fraternities have been forced to take
that
insure
to
steps
certain
undesirables do not ruin your good
Of late,
time and our houses.
numerous cases of theft, fighting
and destruction of private property
We enjoy hosting
have occured.
these functions, but, can not afford
the damage. So this year, we have
I to ask you to bring your UPS ID.

I

I
I
'

I
I

Without it, you can not get in. No
non-UPS people will be allowed. If
you have a friend that does not
attend UPS you must entertain
Lastly and
yourselves elsewhere.
most unfortunately, we have been
told to police alcohol violations,
thus, IFC has created an alcohol
patrol to make sure party goers
drink inside.
We are sorry that we have to be so
hard core about this but in the long
run, it's protecting our houses and
your good time. Thanks. Remember
Bring Your UPS ID.

I

Kind "/A - L Quad
11:30-?

Greek "All Campus"Party Cones/S,i5ç1aNu Beta and i Pray For
Sigma

Please detach and save as your Logger Weekend schedule.

Sun t.

Ca len da r
Week of May 11-May 18

Today
May 11
Here it is, that fabulous time
you've been waiting all year for,
Spring Weekend! The events get
rolling tonight as Old City Hall
opens it's doors at 9:00 pm for one
great "HALL-aballo." The admission
charge to this event is $2.00. Don't
miss this evening of dancing,
shopping and games.
The Inside Theatre is booked for
the evening and will be presenting,
for your enjoyment "Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead". The
show begins at 8:00 pm. Tickets can
be reserved by contacting the Box
Office at 756-3329, but you'd better
hurry ... tickets are going quickly!
The UPS-Tacoma Choral Society
cordially invites you to their free
concert, tonight at 8:15 pm at the
Mason United Methodist Church.
The group conducted by Edward
Hansen, will be performing "Elijah,"
by Felix Mendelssohn. Don't miss
out on this musical opportunity.
Once again the UPS Ceramics
Guild is offering us all the opportunity to view and purchase functional and decorative ceramic ware.
The annual Spring Pot and Print sale
is scheduled for today and tommorrow between the hours of 10:00 am
to 5:00 pm. Come by Kitteredge
Gallery and see whats offered.

Sat.
May

Mon. Wed.
ay 14 lay 16

Ths Spring Pot and Pring Sale continues' at Kitteredge Gallery today.
Thehours once more are 10:00 am to
5:00 pm.This is your chance to view
and purchase some fantastic pieces
of art.
Both the men and women's track
teams will be participating in the
UPS Invitational today. Good Luck
all you Loggers!
The Expeditionary invites you to
join in on a "Bike Hike" today. It
sure sounds like this will be a fun
trip as the group is planning on
cycling to Steilacoom where they
will visit the town museum, the
corner drug store and picnic on the
Sound. All interested in participating should meet at 9:00 am at the
Fieldhouse. Bring a picnic lunch.
(P.S. The Expeditionary has 4 bikes
to rent.)
UPS junior, Kim Swennes, will
perform in recital today at 8:15 pm
in Jacobsen Recital Hall. Kim is
slated to sing works by Handel,
Brahms, Britten and Copland. She
will be accompanied by Katherine
Edsill on piano, Lori Benson on flute,
Carol Bredburg on violin and Karen
Bredburg on cello. The concert is
complimentary and open to the
public. Good Luck Kim!

Is There a Genetic Basis for
Intelligence? Valerie Cole, Virginia
Geeen, Peter Hapeman, Robin Heister, and Kelsie Kerr, students in
biology professor Jeff Morse's class
"Heredity in Society" will discuss
this question. Areas within the topic
include intelligence as defined by
"experts", a discussion of the
campus interpretation of
intelligence as gleaned from a
written survey, twins and evidence
for/against a genetic component of
intelligence, the possibility of transferring intelligence from one
organism to another, societal uses
of intelligence, and ethical
problems
to
which
this
interpretation may lead. This
colloquium will be today at 3:00 in
Thompson 148, and the entire university community is encouraged to
attend.
The
Fellowship
of
Christain
Athletes will be meeting tonight at
8:00 pm in SUB Room 9. All are
welcome, even those without
athletic inclinations.
Micheal Smith will be presenting
an organ concert in the Kilworth
Chapel tonight at 8:15 pm. This UPS
senior will be performing works
from the 16th century to the present including works by Bach, Sweelinck, Franck, Mendelssohn, Langlais
and Preston.
This evening at 8:00 pm, Susan
Griffin will speak on her book
"Women and Nature: The Roaring
Inside Her". This presentation will
take place in Jacobsen Recital Hall.

There's no better way to wind up a
day full of events and happenings
then by taking part in the outdoors
showing of the highly acclaimed
film "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind." Campus Films will start the
projector rolling at 9:00 pm in the
Anderson/Langdon Quad.
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Today's a big day for the
Spring Weekend continues today
Women's crew team, as they will be
as the Logger Events take over Todd
competing in finals. Go get 'em
Hall field. The events run from 10
am to 6 pm and range from ice
Angela Fench, a junior at UPS,
blocking to keg tossing. The day is
will present a piano recital today at
guaranteed to offer fun and
4:00 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall.
amusement to all!
Angela will be performing works by
The Men's and Women's Crew
Brahms, Mozart, and Mikrokosmos.
teams will be competing in the
All are invited to attend this
Regional competition at Green Lake
concert!
today. Let's wish them a sunny day
At 8:15 pm tonight another comand lots of luck.
plimentary concert will be
The final production of "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead"
will be staged tonight at 8:00 pm in
the Inside theatre. If you haven't
seen this production yet be sure to
contact the Box Office at 756-3329
for ticket reservations.

presented in Jacobsen Recital Hall.
Jacqueline
KLilwin
will
be
performing
piano
works
by
Schumann, Chopin, Debussy and
Beethoven.
Catholic mass will be held today
at 7:30 pm in Room 9 of the SUB.

I

Agape's weekly meeting will
begin at 7:00 pm in Room 9 of the
SUB. Tonight there will be a presentation on "The Promise and The
Blessing."
The UPS Jazz Ensemble will bring
to life the Sounds of Jazz Greats
Woody Herman, Count Basie and
Chuck Mangione when they present
"Jazz at the Inside Theatre" tonight
at 8:15 in the UPS Inside Theatre.
There is no charge for admission to
this concert and all are invited to
attend!

Thurs.
May 17
The next film to be presented by
the Pierce County Film Society will
be shown tonight. The film presented
will be the Fred Astaire-Ginger
Rogers musical comedy, Top Hat,
generally considered to be their best
film together. The film will begin at
8 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel.
Tickets will be available at the door.
Today at 4:00 pm in the
McCormick room of the library,
Tom Reinert will defend his Senior
Honors thesis "The Rise of Irrationalizm

Fri*,
T ues.
mav 1 May 18
At 12:15 pm today bring your
lunch to Kilworth Chapel for this
weeks Brown Bag concert.
INN
2,
christian
fellowship
through singing and worship, will
begin tonight at 1000 pm in the Kilworth Chapel. Communion will be
administered by Dr. Pat Tompter.
The Port Angeles School District
will have representatives on campus
interviewing students regarding
positions as primary, intermediate,
home ec, special education
instructors Contact A2CP2 office.

Campus Films has one final presentation for the UPS campus.
"Murder By Death" will be shown
tonight at 7, 9, and 11 pm in Mc006.
Admission is only a quarter so take a
study break and see the Campus
Flick!
Jacki Kulwin will present a piano
recital tonight at 8:15 pm in the
Jacobsen Recital Hall. there will be
no admission charge for this complimentary presentation.

Today marks the last scheduled day
of classes for the Spring Semester at
UPS. Get those books out and start
cramming for finals!
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Home, Home with
H. James
While picketers surrounded the
house of University president Philip
Phibbs protesting housing conditions on campus, University Vice
President Howard J. Clifford worked
fervently to devise a radical new soILition to the problem.
Next year, according to Clifford,
UPS will begin a program "to take
tall advantage of the wonderful en\Ironment of the area " Known as
tenting Tonight," the program will
)rce freshmen to sleep one night
per week, outside in tents set up on
ne quad. According to Clifford,
Sure a few students may get upset
having to move so often, but,
\\hat the hell? If we can move 4 girls
12 times in one semester, we can do
a a yt hi n g."

.

Above: HI. "Buck" Clifford vows to
keep order in UPS Tent City.

WANTED: I copy of "I'm OK, I'm OK"
CALL: Tom "Narcissus" Cummings,
x3273.
)Idna 5 (itt L) and Chris Hegele (R) pictured here in front of Stein
House will be two of the beneficiaries of the new outdoor housing at
UPS. Aimed at reviving the housing program, the plan has been called
"Resurrection City" by the Niwa House lunch bunch.
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